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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the impact of automated configuration techniques on the ArgSemSAT solver—runner-up of the ICCMA 2015—for solving
the enumeration of preferred extensions. Moreover, we introduce a fully automated
method for varying how argumentation frameworks are represented in the input file,
and evaluate how the joint configuration of frameworks and ArgSemSAT parameters can have a remarkable impact on performance. Our findings suggest that automated configuration techniques lead to improved performances in argumentation
solvers, an important message for participants to the forthcoming competition.
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1. Introduction
Dung’s theory of abstract argumentation [7] is a unifying framework able to encompass
a large variety of specific formalisms in the areas of nonmonotonic reasoning, logic programming and computational argumentation. It is based on the notion of argumentation
framework (AF), that consists of a set of arguments and an attack relation between them.
Different argumentation semantics introduce in a declarative way the criteria to determine which arguments emerge as “justified” from the conflict, by identifying a number
of extensions, i.e. sets of arguments that can “survive the conflict together” [4].
The first International Competition on Computational Models of Argumentation (ICCMA2015) determined the state-of-the-art of the current implementations for addressing
the above problems with respect to the three aforementioned semantics (plus the complete extensions) [14]. In this paper we will focus on ArgSemSAT [6], that scored overall
second during ICMMA2015—at one single Borda count point from the winner—despite
an implementation bug discovered after the competition.
ArgSemSAT is a rather configurable solver: it allows to select different ways for
encoding abstract argumentation problems in SAT, and it is able to exploit external SAT
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solvers. We manually tuned its parameter before submitting it to ICCMA2015; however,
the question naturally arises: is it possible to improve the chosen configuration?
We investigated whether automatic configuration systems [12,1,18] can address such
a question. In this work we exploit the sequential model-based algorithm configuration
method SMAC [11], which represents the state of the art of configuration tools. SMAC
uses predictive models of algorithm performance [13] to guide its search for good—
according to a chosen metric—configurations.
Surprisingly, we also proved that the way AFs are described (for instance, the order
in which arguments are listed) can have an effect on the overall performance. This is a
remarkable finding that has been proved only (and very recently) in classical planning
[16], and here for the second time. This is once again an important element that future
organisers of competitions should be aware of and take into serious consideration.
Finally, for the first time—to our knowledge—we are in the position to prove that
there is also a significant synergy between solvers’ parameter configuration on the one
side and knowledge representation (how AFs are described) on the other side, leading to
increased performance.
Although due to space constraints we report our investigation w.r.t. ArgSemSAT
only and the problem of enumeration of preferred extensions, those results can be generalised to other solvers and other semantics and problems.
Let us recall that an argumentation framework [7] consists of a set of arguments
and a binary attack relation between them2 and that preferred extensions are maximal
admissible sets.
Definition 1. An argumentation framework (AF) is a pair Γ = hA, Ri where A is a set
of arguments and R ⊆ A × A . We say that b attacks a, or b → a, iff hb, ai ∈ R.
Given an AF Γ = hA, Ri:
• a set S ⊆ A is a conflict–free set of Γ if @ a, b ∈ S s.t. a → b;
• an argument a ∈ A is acceptable with respect to a set S ⊆ A of Γ if ∀b ∈ A s.t.
b → a, ∃ c ∈ S s.t. c → b;
• a set S ⊆ A is an admissible set of Γ if S is a conflict–free set of Γ and every
element of S is acceptable with respect to S of Γ;
• a set S ⊆ A is a preferred extension of Γ iff S is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion)
admissible set of Γ.

2. Automated Configuration
The description of an abstract argumentation framework can be synthesised by listing
all the arguments and all the attacks of the framework. Currently, three main formats for
describing frameworks are used: Trivial Graph Format, Aspartix Format and the CNF
Format. Here we focus on the most used one, the Aspartix Format [8].
Since this configuration of the input file should be performed online to lead to improvements of the overall system, we are interested only in information about the AF that
can be quickly obtained. In particular, we considered the possibility to list arguments ordered according to the following five criteria: (1) the number of attacks received; (2) the
2 In this paper we consider only finite sets of arguments: see [5] for a discussion on infinite sets of arguments.

number of attacks to other arguments; (3) the presence of self-attacks; (4) the difference
between the number of received attacks and the number of attacks to other arguments;
and (5) being an argument in a mutual attack. For each of the five mentioned criteria,
arguments can be listed following a direct or inverse order.
To order the list of attacks, these five criteria can be applied either to the attacking
or to the attacked argument. The choice of the criteria for ordering the list of arguments
is independent from the choice of criteria for ordering the list of attacks.
There are different ways for encoding the degrees of freedom in AFs descriptions as
parameters, mainly because orders are not natively supported by general configuration
techniques. Following [16], we generate 10 continuous parameters, which correspond
to the aforementioned possible orderings of arguments and attacks in frameworks. An
additional categorical selector among 5 alternatives allows to decide how to apply the
criteria for ordering the list of attacks, i.e. whether on the first or the second argument,
and following same or inverse ordering of arguments.
Each continuous parameter has associated a real value in the interval [−1.0, +1.0]
which represents (in absolute value) the weight or precedence given to an ordering criterion: the criterion corresponding to the parameter with the highest absolute value, is
considered first in the ordering. Ties of such ordering are then broken by referring to the
criterion associated to the next parameter of high absolute value. Negative values indicate that inverse ordering is used. In the case of two criteria having exactly the same absolute value, they are applied according to their alphabetical ordering. Thus, the configuration space is C = [−1.0, +1.0]10 · 5, where 5 are the possible values of the categorical
parameter describing the order of the list of attacks.
In order to automatically re-order an argumentation framework according to the
specified configuration, we developed a wrapper in Python. On the AFs considered in
our experimental analysis, composed by hundreds of arguments and few hundreds of
thousands of attacks, the re-ordering of the Aspartix format description takes less than 1
CPU-time second.
Joint AF-Solver Configuration As a case study for investigating the synergies of reordering a given argumentation framework, and of selecting the most appropriate solver’s
parameters, we consider ArgSemSAT [6], which is the runner-up of ICCMA 2015. On
the one hand, ArgSemSAT exposes a single—critical—parameter which allows to select
the encoding for translating the problem of identifying a complete extension into a SAT
formula, with remarkable impact on size and structure of the generated CNFs, and on
the CPU-time required to enumerate all the preferred extensions. On the other hand,
ArgSemSAT allows the use of an external SAT solver, to be used as an NP-oracle. In this
work we exploit the Glucose SAT solver [2]: it shows very good performance in recent
SAT competitions, and has a large number of parameters that can be tuned and controlled
for modifying its behaviour, from decay level of variables and clauses, to the number of
restarts. Configuring ArgSemSAT together with Glucose requires to tune 20 parameters
(2 categorical and 18 continuous).
In order to maximise the impact of automated configuration on solvers’ performance
and thus exploiting unforeseen synergies between solver behaviour and specific knowledge descriptions, we use SMAC for configuring at the same time the AFs description

and the configuration of ArgSemSAT. The total number of configurable parameters is 31:
3 categorical and 28 continuous.3
SMAC [11] is an anytime algorithm (or interruptible algorithm) that interleaves the
exploration of new configurations with additional runs of the current best configuration to
yield both better and more confident results over time. As all anytime algorithms, SMAC
improves performance over time, and for finite configuration spaces it is guaranteed to
converge to the optimal configuration in the limit of infinite time.

3. Experimental Analysis
Settings. As described in the previous section, in this work we consider ArgSemSAT
using Glucose as SAT solver [2] for enumerating preferred extensions. In total, 31 parameters are exposed. Three of them are categorical, while the others are continuous.
We randomly generated 8,000 AFs, divided into 4 sets of 2,000 AFs each. Three
of such sets include only framework based on different graph models: Barabasi-Albert
[3], Erdös-Rényi [9] and Watts-Strogatz [17]. The fourth set (“General”) includes mixedstructured AFs generated by considering graphs of all the mentioned models.
To identify challenging frameworks AFs we followed the protocol suggested in [15]
which leads to the selection of AFs with a number of arguments between 250 and 650,
and number of attacks between (approximately) 400 and 180,000.
Each set of AFs has been split into a training set (1,800 AFs) and a testing set (200
AFs) in order to obtain an unbiased estimate of generalisation performance to previously
unseen AFs from the same distribution.
Configuration was done using SMAC version 2.10. The performance metric we optimised is the Penalized Average Runtime (PAR), counting runs that crash or do not find
a solution as ten times the cutoff time (PAR10).
Experiments were performed on Dual Xeon X5660-2.80GHz with 48GB DDR3
RAM. Each configuration run was limited to a single core, and was given an overall
runtime of 5 days and 4 GB of RAM, for ensuring re-usability of results also on less
equipped machines. The cutoff time was 500 seconds.
In the following, also the IPC score is used for comparing different configurations
performance. For a solver C and a problem p, Score(C , p) is 0 if p is unsolved, and
1/(1 + log10 (Tp (C )/Tp∗ )) otherwise (where Tp∗ is the minimum amount of time required
by any compared system to solve the enumeration problem). The IPC score on a set of
instances is given by the sum of the scores achieved on each considered instance.
Results. Table 1 compares the performance of ArgSemSAT using the default configuration, and the specific joint configuration of AFs description and ArgSemSAT, obtained
by running SMAC. Remarkably, the joint configuration of AF description and ArgSemSAT leads to a general performance improvement. In particular, on the Barabasi-Albert
and General sets the performance of the configured system are statistically significantly
better than the performance achieved by using the default configuration, according to the
Wilcoxon test. The significant performance improvement achieved on the General set
is of particular interest: it indicates that it is possible to identify a configuration able to
3 The interested reader can find the full list of parameters, including default value and valid value range, at
https://helios.hud.ac.uk/scommv/afconf/PARAMS.TXT.

Table 1. Comparison between the default and tuned configuration, in terms of IPC score, PAR10, and percentage of instances on which a configuration has been the fastest, on the considered AFs test sets for enumerating
preferred extensions. In bold the best results.
Set

Configuration

IPC Score

PAR10

Fastest

Barabasi-Albert

Default
Configured

78.0
125.2

1921.0
1863.1

2.5
60.5

Erdös-Rényi

Default
Configured

56.8
60.4

3426.5
3329.2

16.5
18.0

Watts-Strogatz

Default
Configured

116.6
118.1

1967.3
1967.9

28.0
23.5

General

Default
Configured

110.0
143.0

1665.4
1376.8

11.0
62.5

improve the performance across differently-structured graphs. In other words, this is an
indication that the default configuration can be improved.
Conversely, the configuration process does not significantly improve the default performance on the Watts-Strogatz set. According to the Wilcoxon test, performance of default and tuned configurations are statistically undistinguishable even though IPC score
show slight improvements. This is possibly due to the fact that the default configuration
is already showing very good performance. In that scenario, it may be the case that only
small portions of the configuration space lead to a significant performance improvement
over the default configuration. Given the limited CPU-time made available to the configuration process, SMAC did not identify such portions of the vast configuration space.
Finally, the results on the Erdös-Rényi set deserves a more detailed discussion. On
the one hand, the Wilcoxon test indicates that there is not a statistically significant performance improvement. On the other hand, AFs from the Erdös-Rényi set are extremely
hard for ArgSemSAT, as testified by the PAR10 values. Moreover, those that can be
solved are usually solved quickly, i.e. in few CPU-time seconds. This makes the evaluation of configurations’ performance, and the exploration of the space of configurations,
hard and slow. Despite such issues, SMAC was able to identify a configuration that is
able to improve the performance both in terms of runtime (better IPC score) and PAR10.
Overall, this is a remarkable result, that shows the ability of automated configuration in
improving performance also in unfavourable cases.
To provide a better overview of the impact of different configurations, we ran all the
configurations obtained by SMAC from training sets with different graph models on all
the considered test sets. Table 2 shows the results of this comparison. Performance of
different configurations tend to be similar but for the parameters’ configuration derived
from Barabasi-Albert training AFs. This possibly indicates that there are some parameters’ values that can boost performance on differently-structured AFs. Remarkably, the
configuration identified by training on the General set, is usually able to obtain performance that are close to those of the specific configuration, on each considered test set.
Again, this supports the hypothesis that there are some parameters’ values that can help
improving the general performance. On the contrary, Table 2 also indicates that the configuration derived from Barabasi-Albert training does not generalise well on differentlystructured AFs. Such behaviour is possibly due to some parameter’s value that helps increasing the performance on the Barabasi-Albert test set, but has a detrimental effect on
different graph structures. For instance, among considered structures, Barabasi-Albert is

Table 2. Performance of each configuration generated by SMAC (rows) running on the different test sets
(columns) for enumerating preferred extensions. IPC Score is evaluated by considering all the four configurations on each single test set. In bold the best results, with respect to each specific test set.
Training sets

Test sets
Barabasi-Albert

Erdös-Rényi

Watts-Strogatz

General

Barabasi-Albert

119.2

6.9

34.5

42.8

Erdös-Rényi
Watts-Strogatz
General

92.3
116.2
87.5

58.6
52.6
57.6

105.3
115.6
113.5

125.7
129.2
133.2

Table 3. Most important single parameters (configured value) for SMAC runs on the considered AF sets. F-,Sand G- stand for, respectively, Framework, ArgSemSAT and Glucose parameters.
Set

1st

2nd

3rd

Barabasi-Albert

S-ExtEnc (011111)

G-firstReduceDB (1528)

G-cla-decay (0.32)

Erdös-Rényi

F-autoFirst (-1.00)

G-rnd-freq (0.00)

G-K (0.26)

Watts-Strogatz

S-ExtEnc (101010)

G-Grow (0)

G-rnd-freq (0.08)

General

S-ExtEnc (101010)

G-R (2.09)

G-cla-decay (0.99)

the only set of AFs with a large number of preferred extensions (up to some thousands)
per AF.
Discussion. In order to shed some light on the usefulness of algorithm and AF tuning,
we used fANOVA [10], a recently-released tool for assessing parameter importance after each configuration. fANOVA exploits predictive models of the performance of each
configuration for assessing the importance of each parameter, regardless of the value
of the others, and the interaction between parameters’ values. Table 3 shows the three
most important parameters for each configuration. Unsurprisingly, the encoding used by
ArgSemSAT for generating the SAT formulae is usually the most important parameter.
Its default value (i.e. 101010), is proven to be the best choice for AFs belonging to WattsStrogatz and General sets, but not for AFs in the Barabasi-Albert set. After that, the parameters that control the behaviour of Glucose are those with the highest impact on performance, notably: decay value of clauses and size of the DB of learnt clauses are among
the aspects with a strongest impact on the performance of ArgSemSAT.
One parameter used for controlling the AF description has a significant impact on
performance on AFs belonging to the Erdös-Rényi set, according to the fANOVA tool.
In this case, the order in which arguments are listed is important and, in particular, it is
required that self-attacking arguments are provided at the very end.
However, the interaction of parameters controlling the shape of AFs with reasoningrelated parameters do have a remarkable impact, i.e. the best performance depends on
two or more parameters. Parameters used for controlling the order of arguments have
strong interactions with the parameter that controls the encoding of ArgSemSAT, as well
as with parameters of Glucose controlling the number and type of clauses learnt. Figure
1 (coloured) shows the average PAR10 performance of ArgSemSAT on the BarabasiAlbert set as a function of two interacting parameters. args_eachOther is used for
listing earlier in the AF description arguments that are attacking each other, the other
parameter is used for controlling the number of Glucose learnt clauses, according to their

Figure 1. (Coloured) The average PAR10 performance of ArgSemSAT on the Barabasi-Albert set, as a function of the ordering of arguments according to the fact that they attack each other (args_eachOther) and of
number of clauses stored by Glucose during the search. Lower PAR10 values correspond to better performance.

heuristic LBD evaluation. In order to achieve better performance in terms of PAR10,
arguments attacking each other should be listed very late (−1.0 value of the parameter)
or very early (+1.0 value) and either few or many clauses should be kept (respectively,
low and high value of Glucose parameter).
Parameters that control the order in which arguments are listed tend to have a
stronger impact on overall performance—either singularly (Table 3) or as a result of
their interaction with other parameters (Fig. 1)—than parameters controlling the order in
which attacks are listed. At a first sight, this may be seen as counter-intuitive, since the
number of attacks in a typical benchmark AF is significantly higher than the number of
arguments. However, this difference can be due to the data structure used by ArgSemSAT. The set of arguments of the AF is stored in a list which is populated according to the
order in which the arguments are listed in the input file. Each argument has then an associated data structure with pointers to two other lists of arguments: one for the attacked
arguments; and one for the arguments that attack it. Then the list representing the set of
arguments of the AF is navigated several times when creating CNFs to be evaluated by
the SAT solver: these results suggest that not only the encoding of complete labellings in
CNF, but also the order of clauses have a remarkable impact on the performance.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we proposed an approach for the joint automatic configuration of AF descriptions and argumentation solvers. Specifically, we designed a method to automatically order the list of arguments and the list of attacks in argumentation frameworks by
tuning 11 parameters, using as a test-case the widely used Aspartix format. We focused
our investigation on ArgSemSAT—runner-up of the ICCMA2015—using Glucose as a
SAT solver: they export together a further set of 20 parameters.
As described in the previous sections: (i) we demonstrate that joint AF-solver configuration has a statistically significant impact on the performance of ArgSemSAT; (ii)

we demonstrate the synergies between AFs configuration and SAT solvers behaviour;
and (iii) we open new, exciting possibilities in the area of learning for improving performance of abstract argumentation solvers. We believe this work would be particularly
beneficial for the participants of the forthcoming competition ICCMA2017.
We see several avenues for future work. We plan to evaluate the proposed joint
AF-solver configuration approach on different solvers and on different problems and on
different semantics. Moreover, we are interested in exploiting the configuration approach
for combining different argumentation and SAT solvers into portfolios. Finally, we are
considering investigating the presence of AF configurations that are able to improve—on
average—the performance of all the existing state-of-the-art argumentation solvers: this
would provide powerful guidelines for the encoding of frameworks.
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